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Magical Animals at Bedtime - Tales of Joy and Inspiration for You to Read with Your Child
2013-09-12 this delightful new collection of stories at bedtime features inspiring funny and enlightening
animals from all over the world here you will find the firefly who can t find his fire the baby kangaroo
who s ashamed he hasn t yet learned to hop and a condor who lives atop a temple at machu picchu in
peru and helps to rescue a lost girl you will also discover amazing legendary creatures including a fire
breathing dragon who just wants a friend and a beautiful unicorn who teaches a spoilt princess the joy
of sharing the stories will not only excite your child s imagination they also explore issues your child
may well encounter in his or her daily life including coping with shyness and managing change magical
messages at the end of each tale help to highlight its positive message designed to be read either by
parents to their children or by children on their own these lovely narratives focus the child s mind and
provide a soothing transition into sleep or to give food for thought during daytime reading
365 Bedtime Tales 2014 a collection of stories specially selected to be the perfect read at bedtime
Tales at Bedtime 1966 angels have the power to guide and protect us throughout daily life and this
collection of bedtime stories introduces their loving energy to your child the tales are both magical and
compelling with settings and characters sure to capture the imagination of every child offering a gentle
introduction to the techniques of meditation and visuali
Angels at Bedtime 2019-01-24 do you want to be able to get your child to sleep at night sleepy bedtime
tales offers a revolutionary way to tell bedtime stories helping to make bedtime a time of peace calm
and sleep for your child based on various psychological principles and techniques sleepy bedtime tales
bedtime stories guide your child comfortably asleep these bedtime stories are to be read to your child at
bedtime rather than with your child at bedtime or by your child at bedtime these bedtime stories are
written to be read mainly to 4 7 year old s the bedtime stories work with children as young as 2 as they
rest in bed with their eyes shut listening along to the bedtime story each of the bedtime stories takes
about 10 15 minutes to read the sleepy bedtime approach was developed over 15 years ago while dan
jones was working in children s homes with children with emotional and behavioural issues he needed to
find a way to help the children sleep he had an interest in the way people communicate due to having
asperger s and wanting to learn the skills to fit in with others so he applied what he had learnt about
how people communicate unconsciously and turned his knowledge into this approach since that time
dan has taught the approach to children s home staff family support workers and social workers and to
hundreds of parents as well as applying the approach himself with children of all ages the stories in this
sleepy bedtime tales book are the rabbit who came to tea timmy and the secret door the princess and
the magical kitten the magical unicorn the spaceman and the dinosaur the swift and the swallow the
caterpillar s dream the boy who ran off to the circus adventure of a time travelling worm the puppy who
wanted to play the magical journey asleep
Sleepy Bedtime Tales 2015-09-18 angels have the power to guide and protect us throughout daily life
and this collection of bedtime stories introduces their loving energy to your child the tales are both
magical and compelling with settings and characters sure to capture the imagination of every child
offering a gentle introduction to the techniques of meditation and visualisation the stories will boost
children s creativity and confidence and also help them to relax before a good night s sleep features 22
superbly illustrated stories on a range of inspiring themes from having confidence in your own abilities
to experiencing the joy of sharing discover a world of amazing characters including bold circus stars
unpredictable princes and princesses and fearless explorers each story is accompanied by affirmations
that draw out its positive messages provides guidance on using the stories as a launching pad for
developing your child s imagination and creativity
Angels at Bedtime 2019 once upon a time with ant and dec tony and cherie richard and judy and all
your favourite celebs snuggle down and get nice and cosy with these modern and classic bedtime
stories in one very special book the stories have been chosen by famous people who love them too you
can even listen to many of them reading their tales on the cd from jamie oliver and snow white to
davina mccall and the very noisy night both parents and children will love sharing these beautifully
illustrated bedtime stories
Stars at Bedtime 2004 55 off for bookstore now at 15 75 are you looking for a fantastic and captivating
compilation of bedtime stories to help your children recover their natural sleep relax and have a great



time would you like to feel more comfortable as a parent knowing your kids are learning and enjoying
and sleeping better if yes this is the book you were looking for so long this book contains imaginary
tales that for sure children will love if you want to know more about the content of this book keep
reading the mental and physical benefits of reading bedtime stories are now widely recognized kids get
better at imagining things because they have to interpret a story when it s read aloud children learn the
power of their imagination which helps them become independent readers later on with books that don
t have pictures because their dreams are developed enough to draw them in this book was created with
both parents and children in mind its mission is to eliminate the nightly battle of bedtime find the rest
that parents need and give children healthy natural development and a great attitude through unique
and stimulating stories that guide them through a peaceful bedtime experience this book includes the
following stories the round knight at the square table the wonderful world of unicorns the candy factory
s ghost the most loved lion in the world the brave little pirate the most beautiful rose in jonah s garden
and many more this is a fantastic book to have at home enjoy with your kids or give it as a gift these are
just some examples of what your kid should experience to have a good night s sleep so if your child has
trouble sleeping or you want to improve the bedtime experience then this book is right for you your
customers will never stop to use this awesome book what are you waiting for buy it now and let your
customers get addicted to this amazing book
Bedtime Stories for Kids Age 7 2021-02-12 a stunning collection of favourite bedtime stories from one of
the world s best loved storytellers with gorgeous full colour illustrations by becky cameron throughout
both a gorgeous collection for fans of enid blyton and a striking introduction to her work for new readers
this glorious collection contains over 300 pages of beautifully illustrated short stories to read and share
at bedtime each short story stands alone and takes the reader on a brand new adventure from the pixie
seamstress who makes dresses for the fairy queen to the little boy who turns into a steam engine meet
a host of magic and memorable characters brought to life by becky cameron s charming illustrations the
stories appeared in magazines and anthologies published between 1920 1960 and some are collected
here for the first time look out for these other gorgeous enid blyton gift books enid blyton s magical
treasury the famous five treasury jolly good food a children s cook book favourite stories from enid
blyton enid blyton and enid blyton s signature are registered trademarks of hodder and stoughton
limited no trademark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written
permission of the trademark and copyright owner
Treasury of Bedtime Stories 2018-11-01 55 discount for bookstores now at 35 95 instead of 47 95
does your child find it hard to relax at bedtime and get proper sleep do you want them to drift off
naturally and get all the rest they need do you also want to fire their imagination through stories your
customers will never stop using this great cookbook sleep is one of the most important things for young
children it helps them grow gives them the energy they need for the day ahead and allows overactive
little minds to rest and recharge for hundreds of years reading to children at bedtime has been an
important part of helping them to relax and drift off to sleep in a natural way this book bedtime stories
for kids provides you with a collection of stories that will help your child to fall asleep quickly and get
that proper night s sleep with tales that include Ø the story of the little red hen Ø scott and nancy learn
to get along Ø melinda the mermaid minds Ø i m sally Ø the lemur Ø jurassic friends Ø and many more
this fabulous collection of children s literature is perfect for helping children to relax learn the
importance of mindfulness and let them use their imagination to its full potential it is ideal for a bedtime
read but the stories can be told wherever and whenever you like such as a rainy day a car journey or
when you want to calm your child after an exciting day scroll up and click add to cart for your copy now
Bedtime Stories 2021-04-23 55 discount for bookstores now at 25 95 instead of 36 95 does your child
find it hard to relax at bedtime and get proper sleep do you want them to drift off naturally and get all
the rest they need do you also want to fire their imagination through stories your customers will never
stop using this great cookbook sleep is one of the most important things for young children it helps
them grow gives them the energy they need for the day ahead and allows overactive little minds to rest
and recharge for hundreds of years reading to children at bedtime has been an important part of
helping them to relax and drift off to sleep in a natural way this book bedtime stories for kids provides
you with a collection of stories that will help your child to fall asleep quickly and get that proper night s



sleep with tales that include Ø the story of the hare and the tortoise Ø the princess Ø the grasshopper Ø
the dragonfly Ø travels Ø grandpa heinz Ø and many more this fabulous collection of children s
literature is perfect for helping children to relax learn the importance of mindfulness and let them use
their imagination to its full potential it is ideal for a bedtime read but the stories can be told wherever
and whenever you like such as a rainy day a car journey or when you want to calm your child after an
exciting day scroll up and click add to cart for your copy now
Bedtime Stories for Ages 6-12 2021-04-24 bedtime stories for kids 5 cute stories to read aloud at
bedtime absolutely perfect for reading aloud at bedtime are you looking for fun stories to read aloud at
bedtime this bedtime storybook has 5 fun bedtime stories that are perfect for imagination and sweet
dreams at bedtime this is an excellent read for beginning and early readers each story is easy to read
and and listen to for bedtime this book is especially great for bedtime traveling waiting rooms and
reading aloud at home with friends and family this awesome book also includes some fun coloring pages
and mazes for extra fun 5 cute bedtime stories for kids excellent for beginning and early readers cute
short stories that are great for a quick bedtime story scroll up and click buy and spend some quality
time with your child
Bedtime Stories for Kids 2018-04-23 judith kerr s mog the cat and the large stripey tiger with the
enormous appetite have entertained countless children for many years and are the most enduringly
popular characters in children s books brought together with judith s stunning new counting book one
night in the zoo this wonderful collection is perfect for reading at bedtime and makes a very special gift
for all judith kerr fans the stories included are mog the forgetful catthe tiger who came to teaone night
in the zoo
Bedtime Tales 2010-09-01 from aesop s fables to shamanic totems animals have long been at the
centre of our imaginative world providing wise insights in many tribal cultures animals underpin the
spiritual world and are honoured as advisers this delightful new collection of stories at bedtime features
inspiring funny and enlightening animals from all over the world here you will find the firefly who can t
find his fire the baby kangaroo who s ashamed he hasn t yet learned to hop and a condor who lives atop
a temple at machu picchu in peru and helps to rescue a lost girl you will also discover amazing
legendary creatures including a fire breathing dragon who just wants a friend and a beautiful unicorn
who teaches a spoilt princess the joy of sharing the stories will not only excite your child s imagination
they also explore issues your child may well encounter in his or her daily life including coping with
shyness and managing change magical messages at the end of each tale help to highlight its positive
message designed to be read either by parents to their children or by children on their own these lovely
narratives focus the child s mind and provide a soothing transition into sleep or to give food for thought
during daytime reading
Magical Animals at Bedtime 2013-09-03 these 20 heartwarming life affirming stories feature
mischievous leprechauns mysterious elf kings and queens will o the wisps mermaids and mermen and
other magical creatures designed for parents to read aloud or for children to enjoy themselves these
lovely fairy tales will send young imaginations soaring at the same time they ll inspire kids with down to
earth lessons about respecting the natural world embracing the possibilities of change cultivating
patience and faith and taking pride in one s own unique talents
Fairies at Bedtime 2012-06 abridged versions of the tale of peter rabbit the tale of benjamin bunny the
tale of squirrel nutkin and the tale of jemima puddle duck are packed into one book for your bedtime
reading pleasure in bedtime tales you ll escape mr mcgregor s garden with peter rabbit get trapped
under a pot with a cat on top with benjamin bunny confound old brown with squirrel nutkin s riddles and
hatch four new chicks with jemima puddle duck though best when read before bed this book is perfect
for lap reading at any time of the day so snuggle up with your favorite peter rabbit fan and enjoy a
classic tale
Bedtime Tales 2015-11-24 146 bedtime stories with morals for kidsthe best collection of free bedtime
stories scary stories fables and stories with morals short stories for kids meditation stories fables fairy
tales bedtime story for kids help children and toddlers fall asleep fast and have a peaceful sleeping and
thrive is a potpourri of short stories that effectively transports the reader to the fascinating world of its
endearing characters this bedtime storybook is especially great for traveling bedtime and reading aloud



at home also available in paperback and audiobook formats 21 bedtime stories for kids excellent for
beginning and early readers cute short stories that are great for a quick bedtime story these stories are
great for a quick bedtime story and to be read aloud with friends and family list of stories 1 the wolf and
the sheep 2 the golden touch 3 the fox and the grapes 4 the proud rose 5 the milkmaid and her pail 6 a
wise old owl 7 the golden egg 8 the farmer and the well 9 elephant and friends 10 when adversity
knocks 11 the needle tree 12 a glass of milk 13 the ants and the grasshopper 14 the bundle of sticks 15
the bear and the two friends 16 the miser and his gold 17 the dog at the well 18 controlling anger 19
the leap at rhodes 20 the boy who cried wolf
Short Moral Stories for Kids 2020-10-19 a dreamy collection of tales by the world s best loved storyteller
perfect for children aged 5 and up from adventures with sleepy giants to bedtime stories about how
bobs the dog got a cold nose drift into dreamland with these short stories by enid blyton look out for
midnight parties and falling stars these traditional tales are ideal for younger children being read to and
for newly confident readers to read alone each story stands alone and is the perfect length for reading
at bedtime or in the classroom enid blyton remains one of britain s favourite children s authors and her
bumper short story collections are perfect for introducing her to the latest generation of readers read all
of enid blyton s bumper short story collections new in 2022 stories for bedtime stories of mischief
makers magical stories christmas treats enid blyton and enid blyton s signature are registered trade
marks of hodder stoughton limited no trade mark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without
the express written permission of the trade mark and copyright owner
Stories for Bedtime 2022-02-17 billy and susan loved to hear their father read stories to them every
night at bedtime susan told her brother billy that the stories were for little kids susan said billy i love
dad but i wish he would read scary stories to us instead of stories like peter pan and alice and
wonderland they were okay when we were younger but we are so much older now i feel the same way i
like it when mother and father go out to dinner at night so we can watch scary movies together replied
billy next time we spend the night with grandma maybe we can sneak out of bed and see if she has any
old creepy books in her attic if she does we can give them to our father to read to us instead of those
boring stories he s been reading over and over for the past several years exclaimed susan tonight we ll
ask him if he ll let us spend the night at grandma s house this weekend i m sure he ll say yes said billy
night finally arrived billy and susan asked their father if they could spend the night with their grandma
tomorrow their father said i don t see why that would be a problem because your mother and i were
planning a weekend trip billy and susan were happy that their father was going to let them spend the
night with their grandma billy said i hope grandma has a spooky book in her attic i hope so too replied
susan let s get some sleep said billy
Killer Bedtime Stories 2012-09-09 55 off for bookstores now at 24 95 instead of 34 95 your customers
never stop to use this awesome bedtime stories collection written for kids of all ages 2 to 10 bedtime
stories for kids classic beloved tales and more is a collection of short meditation stories these stories are
meant to emphasize relaxation and mindfulness encouraging kids to become immersed in the story
helping them feel ready for sleep illustrations of famous characters will accompany the reading the book
is divided into two parts classic beloved tales and collection of bedtime stories in classic beloved tales
there are stories about magic friendship love and life lessons all of which taught by very familiar
characters such as little red riding hood the frog prince cinderella peter rabbit and much more collection
of bedtime stories is a collection of short stories in which cute animals and other friends will help kids to
have sweet dreams this book includes several elements that can make the storytelling worth it including
40 stories to allow kids to explore stories and characters both new to them and familiar high quality
illustrations from a professional designer stories inspired by those of the most famous authors stories
featuring cute animals and new friends learning very important messages and morals stories that are
fun engaging and meant to relax and captivate kids of any age boys and girls and more buy it now and
let your customers get addicted to this amazing book
Bedtime Stories for Kids 2021-01-24 are you finding it difficult to fall asleep and stay asleep for the
required number of hours or do you find yourself waking up at night and having a hard time going back
to sleep and find it hard to relax even when you are tired and are you looking for soothing and relaxing
bedtime stories for adults that will effectively help your mind stop its incessant worrying and active



thinking that makes it hard for you to fall asleep if you ve answered yes keep reading you ve just
discovered a collection of the most soothing and relaxing adult bedtime stories that will get you to sleep
without feeling like you are trying too hard and getting anxious about it after a long day being busy
whether at work at home school or even traveling nothing feels better than relaxing and getting a good
night s rest however due to stress and other issues that arise falling asleep and staying asleep may
seem to take forever as we toss and turn in bed checking the clock and getting anxious with every
passing minute that we can t fall asleep the only way you can relax and unwind is if you can escape the
ordinary and find something good that calms your anxious nerves soothes and relaxes you as you drift
off to sleep nothing beats bedtime stories at that yes bedtime stories are not just for children adults also
need bedtime stories to wind down and take their minds off thoughts of the many things they wish to do
or they haven t done by virtue that you are here it is clear you don t need more convincing to start
reading bedtime stories for adults but are possibly wondering what sort of stories will help you relax and
wind down will i not get back to worrying after reading or will the stories be so soothing that you will fall
asleep while at it how are the stories optimized for getting you to sleep does the book have a variety of
stories that you can choose from and cycle through for several days or even weeks if you have these
and other related questions you will love this book here is what to expect in this book a collection of
short stories that are all centered around getting you into a trance state and from that trance state into
a serene and peaceful sleep each story has its own unique mindscape to help you actively push out
negative thoughts and allow for more tranquil and relaxed body the stories have a perfect flow to lure
you into a deeper state of consciousness so that you can be more relaxed and easily enter into sleep
the stories are also fun and entertaining to help even the most stressed out individual to relax and
slowly journey into the realm of sleep and much more getting a good night s rest doesn t have to be
hard or anxiety triggering even if you ve been struggling to fall asleep and stay asleep for weeks on end
this book will be the beginning of a new phase of your life where you fall asleep fast and stay asleep all
night long scroll up and click buy now with 1 click or buy now to get your copy
Bedtime Stories for Kids 2020-11-11 presents fifty fairy tales including both traditional tales from around
the world from such sources as the brothers grimm and original stories by l frank baum and other
authors
50 Bedtime Stories 2009 55 off for bookstores now at 52 95 instead of 64 95 your customers never
stop to use this awesome bedtime stories collection written for kids of all ages 2 10 bedtime stories for
kids classic unicorn tales and more is a 2 book collection of short meditation stories these stories are
meant to emphasize relaxation and mindfulness encouraging kids to become immersed in the story fall
asleep and have sweet dreams a lot of wonderful illustrations will accompany the reading the collection
contains two books with two parts each bedtime stories for kids classic beloved tales and more part 1
classic beloved tales part 2 collection of bedtime stories bedtime stories for kids unicorn tales and little
furry friends part 1 unicorn tales part 2 little furry friend tales there are stories about magic friendship
love and life lessons all of which taught by very familiar characters such as little red riding hood the frog
prince peter rabbit and new friends such as willow the shy unicorn and dexter the dancing deer this
book includes several elements that can make the storytelling worth it including 80 stories to allow kids
to explore stories and characters both new to them and familiar high quality illustrations from a
professional designer stories inspired by those of the most famous authors unicorns playing together
and living in magical places with fairies stories featuring cute animals like little foxes wolf cubs
chipmunks as they navigate through life in the forest new friends learning very important messages and
morals stories that are fun engaging and meant to relax and captivate kids of any age boys and girls
and more buy it now and let your customers get addicted to this amazing book
Bedtime Stories for Kids: Classic, Unicorn Tales and More! Short Meditation Stories to Help
Children Go to Bed and Sleep at Night. Make Toddlers 2021-02-09 with a life affirming selection
of five minute tales to choose from at bedtime join lots of lovable characters and discover reasons to be
happy what it means to be loved by family and friends to love in return and to simply get lost in the joy
of life a treasury to promote feelings of security belonging and happiness at the day s end
5-Minute Bedtime Stories 2020 a bumper collection of short stories to be read at bedtime specially
chosen to encourage peaceful nights and pleasant dreams age 3



365 Bedtime Stories 2011 a collection of bedtime stories from nursery rhymes to stories fables
proverbs and bible stories
The Giant Book of Bedtime Stories 2007-04 with a life affirming selection of five minute tales to
choose from at bedtime join lots of lovable characters and discover reasons to be happy what it means
to be loved by family and friends to love in return and to simply get lost in the joy of life a treasury to
promote feelings of security belonging and happiness at the day s end
5-Minute Bedtime Stories 2020-08-17 a selection of seventeen previously published animal stories with
color versions of the original illustrations
Thornton Burgess Five-Minute Bedtime Tales 2011-11-17 bedtime stories for kids short bedtime
stories series do you want to make your child fall asleep faster at night do you want your child to learn
mindfulness while reading beautiful short stories in this book you will find a collection of stories written
to help children enter a place of dreams and eventually drift off to sleep these stories are intended to
stir their imaginations in such a way that the transition from fantasy and adventure into dreamland will
be a seamless one best of all your children will be able to get a good night s sleep and wake up feeling
refreshed and happy the chapters are designed to take you and your family on an exciting adventure
through different situations laden with imagination and surprises while also attempting to disseminate
valuable lessons about important principles such as family home wrongdoing and numerous other
themes while each story is unique the underlying purpose of each remains the same to confer on
readers some degree of insight into moral behaviour and proper conduct through the careful application
of allegory the stories contained herein are intended not only to engage and captivate but also to serve
as thought provoking tools by which your children might avail themselves of one of mankind s most
powerful attributes thoughtfulness and self reflection in addition each story uses colourful and
imaginative characters settings and situations to create an environment that will not only help children
become interested in the story itself but also serve as a vehicle to convey a moral lesson plus the
stories in this book seek to create traditions and memories that will create everlasting moments that
your children will treasure for the rest of their lives these are the kinds of moments that your children
will surely love to share with their children someday too so let s jump right on in and take a trip into a
magical world from which your children will drift off in their sleep don t be surprised if they don t want to
wake up after having such beautiful dreams dreamland is a cherished place for children of all ages after
all it is a place where kids can truly let their imaginations flourish this book includes bedtime stories that
will truly captivate the young mind of your child fun stories about animals adventures and legends a
valuable lesson for each story in addition they will put down their phones this is a good way to
encourage your child to go to sleep by listening to the scripts each story will enhance your child s
imagination and thinking and much more are you excited do you want to read more would you like your
child to learn and relax falling asleep in peace get our book now
Bedtime Stories For Kids 2023-06-27 this collection features eight beautifully illustrated timeless
bedtime tales from goodnight moon author margaret wise brown
Bedtime Stories from Margaret Wise Brown 2016-06-28 offer your children the pleasure to discover
wonderful bedtime stories thanks to this richly illustrated collection share a nice moment with your
family and discover a new bedtime story every night excerpt hugo s cousin maud came to spend the
weekend at the farm i would like to go to the pond down there to see the ducks she said i would advise
you against it replied hugo looking up to the sky it s going to rain but maud went along skipping and
laughing it s just a joke she came back half an hour later soaked from head to toe you re very talented
at forecasting the weather she admitted it wasn t the rain i turned on the automatic lawn sprinkler
about caramel publishing since 1993 caramel publishing has specialized in the creation of children s
books every year they create unforgettable stories that are read by millions of children worldwide today
their books are more available than ever thanks to the digital era
28 Bedtime Stories for February 2015-09-07 55 off for bookstores is bedtime a struggle in your
household do your kids feel restless fidgety and fight off sleep no matter what you try do you find it hard
to get everyone to calm down and relax when the day is done bedtime can be a real challenge for a lot
of families and sometimes the same old stories and routines don t work anymore there can be a lot of
gimmicks out there to try and help your children fall asleep faster or with greater ease but let s face it



how often do those gimmicks actually work bedtime stories for kids a collection of night time tales with
great morals to help children and toddlers go to sleep feeling calm and have a good relaxing night s
sleep with beautiful dreams is not something you see every day as an alternative to other methods for
getting everyone to sleep at night many people today of all ages and backgrounds are learning the
value and importance of practicing mindfulness and meditation your child is never too young or old to
learn the value of listening to a story at the end of the day and the great thing about this series of
stories is that they teach helpful lessons and morals while also offering a guided meditation style to help
anyone feel calm relaxed and ready to wind down at the end of the day you will find some of the
following benefits in this audiobook moral tales to teach kids important lessons through creative
storytelling helpful ways to enjoy relaxation at any age guided meditations to help kids feel centered
calm and ready to rest new tellings of old stories like the tortoise and the hare and moby dick
imaginative journeys all around the world to different places in the mind and even into outer space
stories to help kids focus on learning mindfulness and paying attention to the little things in life tales to
relax the body mind spirit comforting and enjoyable characters and plots that keep the listener feeling
harmonious at night fun and creative ways to use the imagination while learning to relax and breathe
and more if you haven t tried guided meditation for kids now is a great time to start it trains and
teaches the growing mind to function in healthier ways giving your child the tools they need to relax on
their own and find their own inner peace as they grow these stories are the perfect tool to help your
child find a way to relax to learn the value of peaceful reflection and creative visualization while they
settle in for a nap or for the night it shows them how to rest more effectively and the more you use
these stories as tools for relaxation and mindfulness the more your child will feel confident secure and
ready for a new day after a good night s sleep so what are you waiting for this collection of stories may
be just what you need to help your child feel at ease calm peaceful and secure just before bedtime and
you can continue to use it over and over again
Bedtime Stories for Kids 2021-03-29 building on the age old art of storytelling this beautiful bookre tells
20 ancient buddhist tales in a way that is thoroughlyfun and accessible to children featuring superb full
pageillustrations the stories will transport children into an imaginaryworld of enlightenment and
discovery where they will meetdelightful character and discover an easy to understandbuddhist
message which will help children think about howthey can apply values such as patience perseverance
honesty and generosity to their own lives
Buddha at Bedtime 2008 a story or rhymes to share for every day of the year snuggle up at bedtime
and enjoy drifting to sleep with these traditional stories
365 Bedtime Stories and Rhymes 2013-01-18 my first book of bedtime stories contains more than
30 stories and extracts which are broken down into four themed sections once upon a time strange and
silly animal antics and tricks and teases featuring classic tales such as the three little pigs the
gingerbread man and the hare and the tortoise and packed with beautiful illustrations throughout this is
a wonderfully entertaining book that young children will enjoy at bedtime
My First Book of Bedtime Stories 2019-04-05 this book is not a bedtime story it s scary strange and
rather gory bedtime stories make you sleepy this book won t it s much too creepy except it isn t this
book is told by a group of monsters who think they re very scary but in fact they re not they re cute and
cuddly they try their hardest to scare you in a haunted house creepy wood ghostly ship and darkest
dark but each time they fail the problem is these monsters aren t at all spooky they re a bit silly actually
and a bit cuddly in fact they share the insecurities and worries of us humans and all they want is a cosy
snoozy good night s sleep despite the title of this book it really is a bedtime story a brilliant tale that
reassures children makes them laugh and gets them ready for a peaceful night s sleep
This Book is Not a Bedtime Story 2020-10-08 365 stories and rhymes to read to your child at bedtime
365 Bedtime Stories & Rhymes 2015-04-24 a charming collection of both traditional and brand new
stories especially told for children at bedtime fully illustrated throughout in colour
Magical Bedtime Stories 2011 a collection of bedtime stories sure to delight five year olds with a
gorgeous new cover illustrated by adam stower bedtime stories for 5 year olds is a rich and varied
selection of heart warming stories perfect for snuggling up with at bedtime by some of the very best
writers for children great for reading alone or reading aloud and for dipping into time and time again



with stories from berlie doherty dick king smith joan g robinson adele geras and many more this book
will provide hours of fantastic fun
Bedtime Stories for 5 Year Olds 2017-04-26 if your child struggles to relax fall asleep at night then these
fun educational 10 minute bedtime stories could be the solution you need welcome to the bedtime
stories revolution i have made it my mission to create the bedtime stories revolution to help parents
and kids enjoy a deeply relaxing daily bedtime story before sleep why i strongly believe in the power of
bedtime stories for several reasons firstly bedtime stories help children sleep which has become an
issue for many children and adults in this tech fueled society so by installing healthy sleep habits in your
child from a young age you are helping them not only get the healing sleep the need now but also
developing habits that will last a lifetime put simply sleep is essential to your child s development
adequate amounts of sleep leads to improved attention behavior learning memory quality of life and
mental health bedtime stories are about much more than just sleep though they allow you and your
child to deeply connect at the end of each day a time your child will cherish and this alone will get them
excited for bedtime and we haven t even mentioned the endless life lessons that can be portrayed
through the power of storytelling as well as the numerous cognitive mental emotional benefits regular
bedtime stories can bring study after study has shown how bedtime stories help improve children s well
being learning potential creativity child parent bonding and can make them far happier than scrolling on
their ipad aimlessly while inspiring children to become amazing creators and this particular book
contains only short 10 minute stories which is perfect for children who struggle to concentrate for long
periods and is the perfect introduction to reading listening to stories then after a while when you both
feel your child is ready you can move onto the longer more explorative books in the other stories in this
series also it allows for you and your child to potentially listen or read you get a free pdf with each
purchase several stories a night if 1 isn t enough so if you want to deeply bond every night with your
child using the incredible power of bedtime stories then scroll up and click add to cart p s we encourage
discussing each and every story with your child to add the extra dimension of solidifying the lessons
entertainment from each and every story p p s if you enjoy these stories be sure to check out the other
books in the series to help spread the bedtime stories revolution enjoy
10-Minute Bedtime Stories For Kids Collection: 30 Meditation Stories For Children & Toddlers - For
Relaxation, Anxiety, Insomnia & Bonding With Parent 2021-02-04
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